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Introduction

In this day and age, social nrcclia constarrtly surrounds us. People are always on their yrltott,'r

or laptops updating statuses, posting picturcs, liking things, and messaging back and fortlr u'rtlr

friends. Although social media is extrerne ly beneficial in several ways; Self exprcs:;r',rr,

communicating with long-distance friends, sell-identity, emotional support, and linking willr llrr
world it does have impact on mental health.

Soaiel lV[efia

Social media is the collection of online communications channels dedicated to commurrrlv'

based input, interaction, content-sharing and collaboration.

Mental Health

Mental health includes one's emotional, psychological, and social well-being. It affects lmw

people think, feel, and act. It also helps determine how people handle stress, relate to others, and rrrirk€

choices. Mental health is important at every stage of life, from childhood and adolescence throrrgli

adulthood.

Social Media and Mental llealth

Deepens sense of community

If one joins a social media group when he/she feels lost and isolated in a new place, hc t ntl

find a source of comfort in engaging online with people who are navigating the same problems- We

can see this in ever-popular chat apps like Line and WhatsApp. The group chats that these platlirlrrtr

facilitate aren't merely about making texting more convenient. More importantly, they're :rhottl

maintaining relationships with the coarmunities as we are a part of the community.

Builds personal empowerment

When you get involved in an online community, you're not just developing a network uf

friends. You're also engaging with hobbies you love, cultivating your own interests, and shaping yorrt

sense of identity, in part, around those hobbies and interests

Social media platforms can also build personal empowerment by helping you form a netwrrrh

of people who lie outside your family or immediate community but who nonetheless support y()rr rll

your interests and passions.

Keeps in touch with others

Surveys have shown tlrat nearly two thirds of social media users primarily use the dillitnl

platforms to keep in touch .,vith farnily and friends. Social media provides us with updates on the livu
of our loved ones back honrc, tilling in the gaps between our infrequent visits. We can see how trrrr, lt

our brother's kids have grown, ()r wc can hear about our friend's recent trip abroad.
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